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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the following result concerning the algebraic 
K-groups of truncated polynomial rings. 
Let R* denote the units in R. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime, There are isomorphisms (m > 1) 
(a) ((1 + tF,,[t])/P)*/(l +at3; aE Fpm) OK,([F,,) 3 K3(Fpm[t]/(t3)), 
(b) (1+t~~[t]/(t4))*/(1+at2;a~(Fp~)OK3([Fpm)~K3([Fpm[t]/(t2)). 
We use some group cohomology calculations supplemented by partial 
results of Stienstra-an approach first used by the third author in charac- 
teristic two. The basic cohomology results from which we start appear in 
[AL!%]. When p 3 5 calculations sufficient to derive K3(ffpm[t]/(t2)) 
appear in [EF] for m = 1 and in [LS] for m > 1. The study is taken further 
in [A]. 
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The characteristic three case was anomolous for some time and it was 
the appearance of [SVdK], giving partial results beyond those of [S], 
which prompted us to take a closer look at K3( F,m[t]/(t2)). It turned out, 
ironically, that our final method of calculation used [SVdK] only at the 
prime five in Theorem 1.1(a). The paper is arranged as follows. It transpires 
that it is simpler to compute K#&t]/(f3)) first. In Section 2 we collect 
technical results which allow us to derive the spectral sequence for this 
when p 2 5 from the results of [LS] and for p = 3 from an explicit 
calculation of a differential in another spectral sequence-accomplished in 
Section 3. In Section 4 we give the argument to establish Theorem 1.1. 
2. NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS 
2.1. Conventions. Throughout the paper F will denote a finite field, lFpm, 
of odd characteristic. We will be concerned with the truncated polynomial 
rings, F[t]/(t”), which we abbreviate to F(n). We have a canonical reduc- 
tion homomorphism F(n) + F(n - 1) which results in a short exact 
sequence of groups (1 < r < co ) 
My(n- 1) d+ SL,F(n) -f++ SL,F(n - 1). (2.1.1), 
In (2.1.1) w(n - 1) is the additive group of (r x r)-matrices with entries in 
F and having zero trace. When n = 2, rc2 is split and (2.1.1) is a semi-direct 
product. In all cases conjugation in (2.1.1) by x E SL,F(n - 1) on the (co-) 
homology of w(n - 1) is given by sending x to its image in SL,F and con- 
jugating by that. 
We will denote MO,(s) and SL,F(s) by M“(s) and SLF(s), respectively. 
If A is an If,-vector space then A”A, @“A, and A # will denote, respectively, 
its n th exterior power, tensor power, and [F,-dual. Finally, /? will denote the 
Bockstein associated with the coefficient sequence Z/p w Z/p2 ++ Z/p. 
2.2. Consider now the following spectral sequences which are 
associated with (2.1.1),: 
,,,E;r=H”(SL,F; H’(w(1); M32)“))aH’+‘(SL,F(2); w(2)+), 
c2$32f= H”(SL,F; H’(M;(l); M32)))=>H”+‘(SL,F(2); M;(2)), 
and 
f3&r= H”(SL,F; H’(i@(l); F,))==- H”+‘(SL,F(2); ‘J. 
For large r < co, 
(3)@3 2 (BM~(l)“OM~(l)“)SL~FO(/I3~(1)#)SL,F (2.2.1) 
each factor being F# stably, by [ALSS, p. 93, Sect. 2.41. 
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Furthermore, as M:(l) acts trivially on M:(2), 
from the universal coefficient sequence, which splits (as SL,F-modules) at 
odd primes. 
Hence, by identifying the S&F-modules MF( 1) and M:(2), we have the 
following: 
i 
x in the first factor of (2.2.1) corresponds to an element y 
in the first factor of (2.2.2). 
(2.2.3) 
Let {da: (1jE;‘@(2jE~U-+ (3jE0+U,f+U; ~22) be the natural spectral 
sequence pairing. 
2.3. LEMMA. Zf x and y are as in (2.2.3) there exists TE C2,Q1 such that 
dt3(x) =$2(w42(~N3 0. 
ProoJ It is clear that there exists TE cz,e’ (independent of x and y) 
such that &( y @ T) = x. Therefore, 
but C2&1(T)=O as rr2: SL,F(2) -+ SL,F is split onto (which ensures that 
(2jE$o survives). 
2.4. Consider the following diagram of group extensions, which 
defines a group G,, for large r: 
W’(2) > j + Gr n M;(l) 
II I I 
i* 
M;(2) 2-b SL,F(3) R3 SLJV) 
1 I? 1 
SL,F = SL,F. 
Consider the spectral sequence of the top row 
E;‘= H”(M;(l); H’(M32); IF,))* H*+‘(G,; E,,) 
in which MF( 1) acts trivially on H*(w(2); ‘Fp). 
(2.4.1) 
2.5. LEMMA. In (2.4.1) 0 = I!?$~ =P’ so that the homomorphisms 
j*: H4(G,; Fp) -+ H4(@‘(2); [F,) 
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and 
(i3)*: fZ4(SL,F(3); ‘J + H4(M32); ‘J 
are both zero. 
ProoJ: Let (MF( 1) @ MF( 1))22 denote the C,-invariants where C, acts 
by the (signed) flip map. Define @:(M~(l)@M~(1))~~+~(2) by 
@(X0 Y- Y@X)=XY- YX. @ is onto and @(X0 Y- Y@X) may also 
be described by lifting the matrices X, Y to X, P in G, and forming the - - 
commutator, [X, Y]. Hence by [HS, Theorem 41 4’ may be identified 
with composition with @, sending w(2)# to ((M~(1)@M~(1))~2)# g 
n2(MF(1)#), a summand in H2(My(1); [F,)~~2~(l)#@/I(M~(1)#). 
Since @J is onto, d$l is injective. Also ~@~(fiMF(2)#)=0 so that 
E$* g P(j?M~(2)#), the symmetric algebra on Q* 2 /?Mp(2)#. 
If x E M9(2)# = E!$’ the Kudo transgression theorem gives @*(/Ix) = 
/?&i(x) so that G2(/?@(2)#) 1’ ies in /?(n’(My(l)” )). Furthermore observe 
that /I is injective on the summand /i*MF( 1 )# of H’(MF( 1); IF,). 
Now write 
E:? [n3M;(1)#@(M;(1)#)]@/3MZ)(1)#)]@H2(M;(2); IF,), 
then the image of d, 1,3 lies in the first summand while d’$” injects 
c4= P2(/?@(2)“) into the second summand. Hence, d$” is injective and 
I$4 = 0 as required. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime. In the spectral sequence of (2.1.1 )3 
E$ = Hs(SLF(2); K(44Y2); Z)) = H,+,(SLF(3); Z) (2.6.0) 
(i) E:,, s F, 
(ii) E:,gF, 
(iii) dimIFP(Ez i) < 2m, 
(iv) E,“, = 0. 
Proof: If A is a group on which SLF(2) acts via projection to SLF the 
map ai: HJSLF(2); A) + H,(SLF; A) is split onto. Hence, from the spec- 
tral sequence of (2.1.1 )2 we obtain an exact sequence 
0 + ff1vfYl); A),,, + H,(SLF(2); A) + H,(SLF, A) -+ 0. (2.6.1) 
For part (i) set A = p(2). Then, by [Kl, Sect. 3.71, the left group is F 
in (2.6.1) and the right group is zero by [ALSS, p. 92, Sect. 2.31. For part 
(ii) set A = H2(M”(2); Z). Then again the right group is zero (ibid.) while 
the left group is (M”( 1) 0 H2(@(2); Z)),,, which is shown in [A, Sect. 21 
to be isomorphic to F. 
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To show part (iii) we separate the cases of p = char F = 3 and p > 5. Con- 
sider the spectral sequence associated with (2.1.1 )2, 
“‘E,2, = H,(SLF; H,(@(l); M(2))) *H,+,(SLF(2); M(2)), (2.6.2) 
which abuts to Ei,, in (2.6.0). Now 
(2)G,2 = w2wv ); M0(2)))SLF 
by [Kl, Sect. 3.71 and [A, Sect. A.21; (2)E&,z F by [ALSS, p. 92, 
Sect. 2.31, and (2)E,,, = 0 (this is shown by the method used in [ALSS] to 
show that H,(SLF; H,(M’( 1); Z)) = 0). Therefore, to show that 
dim,p(E$,l) < dimEp(F@ F) it will suffice to show that in (2.6.2), 
dim,P(im(dz,,)) > m = dimIFp(F). (2.6.3) 
When p = 3 we do this by an explicit computation which is given in 
Section 3. When p > 5 we know from [LS, Sect. 21 that for large r < co, 
in the spectral sequence { cj,E,*s*; a 22}, (31&3 is injective on 
[M~(1)#0BM~(l)“]SLr.F, an IF,-vector space of dimension m. Hence by 
Lemma 2.3, the same is true of (11@2, so that (2.6.3) is true by duality and 
taking limits. 
For part (iv) we must show i:(H3(Mo(2); Z))=O. For this, use 
Lemma 2.5 and the universal coefficient heorem, then take direct limits. 
3. AN EXPLICIT DIFFERENTIAL AND A RELATION BETWEEN DIFFERENTIALS 
3.1. Throughout this section p = 3. We study the homology spec- 
tral sequences of (2.1.1 )2 and (2.1.1 )3 and calculate an explicit differential in 
E;,,=H,(SLF; H,@@‘(l); M0(2)))*H,+,(SLF(2); M”(2)). (3.1.1) 
Let (B”,, a) denote the inhomogeneous (normalised) bar resolution [HiSt], 
p. 2161. Hence B> is the free (left) Z[H]-module on basis 
{[h, 1 ... 1 h,]: (hi# l), hieH} with 
d(Chl I ..* I kll)=hCh2 I ... IU 
H-1 
+ c (-l)‘Ch I ... ( hihi, 1 1 .*. I h,] 
i= 1 
+ (- l)“[h, I ... I A,- ,I. 
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Write A@’ for M”( 1) and S for SLF. Form the tensor product complex as 
usual 
(ciJ,d)=(B’~@,pB~,,a@l+(-l)il@a). 
This complex becomes a free Z[S K AI”]-resolution of Z if we endow it 
with the following SLF(2) ( = S K @)-action. For a = h[h, 1 . . . j/r,] E Buti, 
bEB;,gES, tei@ 
t(a@b)=t(a)@b, g(a8b)=g(u)Og(b)=(a)g-‘Og(b) 
where g(h[hr 1 ... 1 h,])=g(h)[g(h,) ( ... 1 g(h,)] and t(u), g(b) are given 
by the usual left module action. The spectral sequence of (3.1.1) is obtained 
by filtering p(2) OsLFczj C** by the B,*-grading. 
For c1 E F denote by clij E A#‘= M’( 1) = M’(2) the matrix with tl in the 
(i, j)th place (i #j) and let e&a) denote the corresponding elementary 
matrix. For x, y E IV’ write 
xoy=xo Cyl -yo [xl 
and define z, E M“(2) OSLFcZj C2*’ to be the following element: 
z,= i(a230131)0 i Cell I e,,(l)1 
j=O (3.1.2) 
+ (h30132)0(Cedl) I edl)l- Cel2(1) I edl)l)). 
We are going to establish the following formula, which will show that 
the order of image of ds,, is at least 3”. 
3.2. THEOREM. z, of (3.1.2) defines an element of Ei,, such that 
d$Jz,] = (0,2a) E FO Fr E& 
in the spectral sequence of (3.1.1). 
3.3. First recall that the right action of SLF on M” is given by 
(a> BEF) 
and 
(Bij)(ejAa))= taBjim + Pu if i#m 
while 
(Bi,)(e,i(a)) = Pjm - (@)h 
if i # t, s # j. 
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We now evaluate d(z,) = (10 8 @ 1 + 10 1 ~$9 a)(~,). Observe that 
(t,u~@), (l@~@l)(t@[u]Ox)=O since a[v]=(u-e) [ ] and u 
acts trivially on @. Hence 
4%) = (10 10 W,) 
= (a230131)Q i edACedl)l 
j=O 
+ (a430132)0(e,4(l)Ce,,(l)l+ Ce14(1)1-e12(1)Ce,4(1)1 
-CedW. 
Next observe 
u~uoe,(l)Cxl=(~)e,j(l)~(u)e,i(l)OCxl 
so that a short computation yields 
dz,= 
[i 
j$o (~23-(&)13)0(131+ W32)) 
+ (a43-~13)0132-a430132 1 @Cedl)l 
Unfortunately u 0 u = u @ [u] - u 0 [u] is only bilinear up to homology. 
However, 
(1o~ol)((a+b)OCcIdlOx-(c+d)OCaIblOx) 
= (aoc+aod+boc+bod-(a+b)o(c+d))@x. 
From this formula one finds that if 
1 
2 (%3-(@)13)0 Cl31 IA 
y,= i=o 0 Cedl)l (3.3.1) 
-(l31+W3*)0 C%3 I (-&)I31 
and 
~,=Y,+((~3,-13,)OC~,,I~,31+(~*3+~13) 
QC1321 1321-1320C~43 I (-~)131)@Ce12(l)l (3.3.2) 
then 
(l@a@l)(w,)+dz,=O. (3.3.3) 
Hence, by the construction of the spectral sequence, df,,czn] = 
-C(l Q l@W~,)l~E~,~. 
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Now for a,,a,~ll/fO(l), arm’, geSLF 
(lOlO~)(~@C~l I~*loCsl)=(~)gO[(~,)g I (4)gl-a@Ca, I %I. 
Therefore one finds that 
+ i t131+j32)@ co123 1 -@I31 
j=O -(l3~ +(j+ l)32)@ [G123-c113 I (-ja)131 
-a13@[132 I 132]-132@[a13 1 a131- (3.3.4) 
In (3.3.4) the coefficient of a23 is equal to 
x= i ([131+132 lj32]-c131 lj321) 
j=O 
(3.3.5) 
but, in lF, 0~ B&O, 
i a1131 1 l32 13’321= i cl32 ij32]-x 
j=O j=O 
so that the term in a23 is homologous to a23 @ cfEo [ 132 1 j,,]. However, in 
H@P(2); F,) E (My2)@“‘)“‘@hP(2) 
C,‘=, Ca32 lja3zl represents a32 in the second factor; an element whose 
Bockstein is a32 in H,(M0(2)) E M(2). Hence the a,,-term is a23 0 (0, 132). 
Changing l,, to ( -a13) and l,, to a23 transforms (3.3.5) to 
u,= i (Ea23- al3 I -A31 - Ca23 I -.h31) (3.3.6) 
j=O 
which is minus the coefficient of l,, so that this term represents 
The coefficient of al3 is given by 
i.ill3, Ij3*1- i (j+l)@ L131 +l32 lj32] - cl32 1 l321 
j=O j=O 
which is equal to 
i a(j+1)[131 1 l32 ij,,]) 
j=O 
SO that the term m al3 is zero. 
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To evaluate the coefficient of l,, we repeat the above substitution to 
obtain a coefficient 
i ucaz3 I -~%I -u+ 1)C a23 - a13 1 -&,31) - [ -a13 1 -al31 
j=O 
- {Cal3 I aI31 - C-al3 I -FUJI. 
As above the first two terms cancel so that the term in l,, has coefficient 
(- [al3 I aI31 + [ -al3 I -a13]). However, if aE@ 
a[ --a I -a 1 a] = [2u I a] + [a ) a] + [a I a] - [--a I -a] 
so this term represents l,, @ (0, a13). 
So far then, we have 
& czml = coy 1 32 @ a 13+a230132+1310a13)~ 
lying in the second factor (MO@ @)sLF~ F. This last isomorphism is 
given explicitly in [K2, p. 2531 and is induced by sending P@ Q to 
1 (Pijqji +Pji4ij +Piiqjj +PJyPi;) + 2 C Piiqii - VP) Tr Q. 
i<j I 
Therefore, &[z,] maps to 2a under this isomorpism. 
3.4. The following theorem relates information about the spectral 
sequences associated to (2.1.1), and (2.1.1),. (It could be stated in far 
greater generality than that given here.) 
First we need some notation. The canonical isomorphism M’(2) + 
M”( 1) and the homology product induce a map 
y: H,(LsLF, Mo(l)OMo(2)) + H,(SLF; H,(MO(l); Z)). 
If [z,] is the class of the element of (3.1.2), set 
x, = Y[ZJ (3.4.1) 
Note that x, + xg = X, + s. 
Recall that FE H,(SLF; i@‘(2)) [ALSS] so that the canonical splitting 
induces an injection 
Fr H,(SL~ p(2)) -L H,(SLF(2); M”(2)). (3.4.2) 
3.5. THEOREM. In the spectral sequence 
E:,t = H,(=E H,W”(l); -3) * ff,, &W’(2); Z) (3.50) 
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suppose that d&(x.) = 0. Then j(a) E im(&,,) in the spectral sequence 
E;,,=H,(SLF(2); H,(M0(2); Z))=H,+,(SLF(3); Z). (3.51) 
Proof: Because x, E Erz it represents a (perhaps trivial) cycle y in the 
underlying complex, C** = (Z OSLFcZj C**, d) where C** is as in Sec- 
tion 3.1. Thus y E C:= O Ci,4 - ‘. 
Now consider the spectral sequence of (3.5.1). The underlying complex of 
this spectral sequence may be taken to be the tri-complex, C***, with 
c'J3k = z 0 M(2) &F(3) OSLF(2) CiJ with the tensor product boundary map. 
If yi E CL4 - 60 and y= C?=,yi then &Jy] is represented by (10 d)(u) 
where(10d)(y)=(d0101)u.Since(10d)(y)EC~=0C’,4-i-1,0wemay 
assume u = C:=, ui where ui E Ci,4-iP ‘9’. Moreover, e,,[y] is represented 
in C2so,’ by -(l@a@l)(~~) where (a@l@l)(~,)= -(l@a@l)(y,). 
Now y, represents an element y E H,(M’( 1); Z) OSLF B?j,, (since it 
represents x, in H,(SLF; H2(fl( 1); Z))) and this is the chain-level descrip- 
tion of (“4,, @ l)(y”) where “e:,. is the differential associated to the bicom- 
plex (Z @MO(~) B3rLFc3) OMW) B%(+ that is, to the specral sequence of 
Section 2.4 
f&(@‘(l); fWf%% Z)) ==- fJs+ ,(G; Z). 
Thus e,o[y] is represented in C2,0,1 by a representative of (“4,o)(x,). 
Since “g,o = @*, for @ as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, “4,0(xb) is represen- 
ted by 
i 
(alzl 0 i Ce12U) I el2(1)1 + (a)42 
j=O 
0 (Ce14(l) I e12(l)l - Ce12(l) I el4(1)1) 
1 
. 
This corresponds (cf. [ALSS, Sect. 3, 8.3-8.83) toj(a)E H,(SLF(2); M’(2)) 
as claimed. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we will give the proof of Theorem 1.1. We begin by recall- 
ing the partial results of Stienstra and Van der Kallen, obtained by study- 
ing presentations of relative K,-groups. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. (i) [S, Sects. 4.2 and 4.61 Ifp=char F (F= IFpm) 
and p) 5 or p = 3 then there is an isomorphism for r b 0 
&(F(3))/nn4, . ..z’#(K.(F(r)))g (1 + tF[t]/(t”))*/( 1 +at3; a~ F). 
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In these cases the group on the right is 0: F. 
(ii) [SVdK, Sect. 3.51 Zf p = 5 and r >> 0
&(E(3))/714, *.. n’#(KJF(r)))z ((1 + tF[t])/(t6))*/(l +at3; aE F). 
(iii) [S, Sects. 3.7 and 4.21 For q > 3 and p odd there is a surjection 
d,(q): ((1 + tF[t])/(t”))*/( 1 + at*; aE F) 
- &(F(2))/~3, * * - a9, K,@‘(q)). 
4.2. Remark. We have stated Proposition 4.1 in such a way as to 
emphasise the independence of our method from the relsults of [SVdK], 
even though it was their paper which started us on our computations here. 
For most of our results, our input comes from [S], and we only use 
[SVdK] to compute K3(F,,[t]/(t3)). 
Incidentally, combining our result with the result of [S; SVdK] deter- 
mines the effect of the maps from F(q) to F(2) or F( 3) on K,. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since K,(F(q))=O (cf. [S] or [ALSS]), 
K,(F(q)) r H,(SLF(q); -0 Also, by CQI, K(F(q)) z K(F)@ (a p-primary 
group), as is seen from the spectral sequence of (2.1.1),. 
Now consider the spectral sequence of (2.1. 1)3 
E:,, = H,(=J’(2); M@(2); 2)) =a H,+ ,(=E(3); Z). 
From [ALSS, p. 921 and Theorem 2.6, the low-dimensional terms appear 
as shown below. By Theorem 2.6(iii) dim,p(E$,,) < 2m. 
‘T 
EL 
(4.3.1) 
First, as K,(F(3)) = 0, &, is onto and factors as an epimorphism 
4,~ K,(WWG K,(W)) - F. (4.3.2) 
Consider first the case p b 5. For this case Theorem 1.1(b) is proved in 
[LS], where it is shown that KS(F(2))rK3(F)@ F@ F. Consequently 
dim,p((E&O),,,) <m, by (4.3.2). Since by Theorem 2.6(iv) EC3 = 0 we 
see from (4.3.1) that #((K,(F(3))),,,)<p4”. Combining this with 
481/101/l-6 
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Proposition 4.1(i) and (ii) shows that this cardinality is equal to p4m, which 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 (a) when p 2 5. 
For the rest of the proof let p = 3. From Proposition 4.1(i) and (iii), if 
r 5> 0, 
dimlf,W3(F(3))/(~4, a--7c’,(K,(F(r))))=4m 
and 
# MwN/$+ . . . R’# K,(F(r))) d # (FO F). 
By (4.3.2) the image of K,(F(3))/(n4, . ..n’.(K,(F(r)))) in E&’ 
b’, n”, .a* n$(K3(F(r)))) has dimension at most m (over IF,). Therefore 
Fz ET2 and E:, = E24; (4.3.3) 
the latter having dimension 2m, in (4.3.1). 
This last fact, together with Theorem 3.5, evaluates K,(F(2)) for us, in 
the following manner. Consider the map of Section 3.4 and Theorem 3.5: 
H,(SLF; ~(WU4’?2)) 
I 
V 
H,(=J’i HOf’( 1); 3) = E;,2 
I 
42 
H,(M’( 1); Z&z F@ F 
where the differential is that of the spectral sequence (3.5.0). Let z, be 
the class of (3.1.2). For any linear combination (over 5,) C&z, such 
that X1, tx # 0, by Theorem 3.5 and (4.3.3), we must have 
4,2(W~J,)) = 4,,WZ&a )) # 0. Therefore in (3.5.0), dim(E,q;) 6 m. Since 
[LS] exhibits an exact sequence E,“, H K,(F(2)c,,) + F, this means that 
# (JW’(2)),,,) G 32”. Turning back to the spectral sequence of 
(4.3.1 ~by(4.3.2)-dim,,(E~,,) <m and the argument we used in the case 
p > 5 establishes Theorem 1.1.(a) for p = 3. At the same time, by dimen- 
sions, we must have #(K,(F(2)),,,) = 32” in order to give Theorem 1.1(a). 
Thus, by Proposition 4.l(iii), rr’, . . . tr”# K,(F(q)) = K,(F) for q > 3 and 
d,(q) is an isomorphism onto the 3-primary part of K,(lF,,(2)), thereby 
completing the proof of Theorem 1.1(b) when p = 3. 
Note that, in the course of proving Theorem 1.1, we showed the 
following: 
4.4. COROLLARY. Ley p be an odd prime and let F= IF,. Then 
H,(SLF(2); H2(M0(2); Z)) E FO F. 
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